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Top Themes from 2016
Equities did a U-turn, falling 5.1% in the U.S. and 8.8%
outside the U.S. during the first two months of the year,
before recovering 18% in the U.S. and 13.4% outside the
U.S. through the end of the year.
Bond returns took the other route, doing very well to
start the year as the Fed signaled a hiatus in its plans
to raise interest rates, but have since fallen as interest
rates have moved up materially since the U.S. election,
leaving full year returns slightly ahead of inflation.
MLPs rallied from their dismal 2015 performance as oil
prices stabilized and returned to a level able to generate
a profit for U.S. producers.
The U.S. election and Brexit surprised the world, with
the latter impacting financial markets for a few days and
the former continuing to push U.S. equities to new highs.
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2016 seemed like the tale of three, rather than two, cities.

posted positive returns. Small stocks did better than large,

Even though the Federal Reserve did everything in its power

beating their big brother by 10 percentage points, as hopes

during 2015 to telegraph its first rate hike since the Great

of tax cuts and stimulus were expected to boost earnings.

Financial Crisis of 2008 (“GFC”), the 25 basis point hike in
December 2015 caused a very negative start to 2016 during
January and February. Once the Fed signaled a slowing
of its previously announced four rate hikes during the year,
the next eight months represented a slow recovery of lost
ground as U.S. stocks eventually found themselves in
positive territory for the year. Then the U.S. election

Outside the U.S., returns were more restrained. In local
currency terms, the MSCI All Country World ex U.S. was up
about 7.0%. The dollar rally since the election, however, has
taken a chunk of that return, such that in dollar terms the
index was up only about 4.5%. The rise in the dollar has cost
about 6% in return over the last three months of the year.

surprised most people, and the relief rally turned into a

Fixed income returns started the year strong, as investors

full-blown stampede with stocks, interest rates, and the

moved from risky stocks that looked vulnerable to rising

U.S. dollar all racing upwards.

rates and bought bonds instead. The Bloomberg Barclays

In the U.S., we saw a significant tilt away from growth stocks
and into value stocks, with the latter outpacing the former
by 1,000 basis points during the year. Financials and Energy

Aggregate index was up better than 6% for the first six
months of the year, before losing ground over the last few
months of the year to end at 2.7%.

were the big winners, though every sector except Healthcare

2016 brought Brexit, Trump and a resounding finish to financial markets
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Outlook
The easy discussion about what 2017 holds is to
outline the expectations financial markets have for the
incoming Trump Administration and its actions to boost
GDP growth and corporate profits. The hard analysis
is handicapping those actions and their actual impacts
and sifting through the euphoria that has already
influenced financial instrument prices. 2017 will be
more about the return prospects going forward from the

2017

elevated valuations and interest rates we see today.
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Policy
We do think it is worth taking a

half of the year. The longer than

a Tea-Party conservative from

minute to think about the potential

perhaps expected delay is a function

South Carolina, to head the Office

fiscal stimulus markets are expecting

of the complexity of the problem.

of Management and Budget is an

in the U.S. This hope has been a key

First, taxes immediately impact

indication that the new administration

driver to returns since the election,

the budget and any increase in the

will want to push a deficit neutral tax

with the S&P 500 finishing the year

budget deficit influences the set of

reform plan, which is a great answer

up 5% since November 8th. The

rules Congress must follow. If the

for the overall debt level in the U.S.

basic assumption is three big levers

process is run through what is called

stand ready to be pulled by the new

reconciliation, the law only requires a

administration: tax reform, repeal

simple majority in the Senate, which

of the Affordable Care Act and

the Republicans have. However,

infrastructure spending. Individually

the changes must have a 10 year

and in aggregate these should lead

sunset provision to the extent they

to increased corporate profits, higher

increase the deficit. If the process

levels of disposable income and

runs through the regular budget

increased consumption, improving

cycle which allows for permanent

GDP and top-line corporate revenues.

rather than sunset changes, it will

That should be good for stocks!

require a two-thirds majority in the

We think tax reform will take some
time, such that its impact will be
delayed into at earliest the second

The chart below shows the level of
national debt as a percentage of the
U.S. GDP. Mr. Trump will enter office
with the highest debt to GDP level of
any president since Harry Truman,
coming out of the Second World War.
That debt level will become more
expensive in a period of rising interest
rates, such that the combination of
entitlements and interest service will

Senate, meaning bipartisan support.
The announcement in December

consume a majority of the budget
annually, leaving little room for other
efforts. A deficit neutral plan will keep

of Representative Mick Mulvaney,

things from getting significantly worse.

FEDERAL DEBT HELD BY THE PUBLIC AS PERCENT OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
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Repeal of Obamacare also has

a repeal, to the tune of approximately

could include energy pipelines and

complexities associated with it.

$65 billion. Further down the line

other projects that have been stalled

Republicans could look to repeal

Congress would have to retool or

by Congress or the White House. They

the Affordable Care Act in parts, with

replace the coverage and key parts

could total upwards of $40 billion

a first step aimed at the taxes that

of the law, including portability and

and would require no government

currently fund the mandates. From

pre-existing condition benefits as

spending since they are private

the income tax and payroll tax at the

well as affordability. Those will be

projects awaiting federal approval.

individual level, to managed care

harder, and more expensive, to arrive

taxes on different health industries

at consensus.

to itemized deductions and Health
Savings Account limitations, there are
a meaningful amount of tax benefits
that would accrue in the first year of

All of this is important, but in total is
nowhere near the stimulus package

Finally, there are expectations of

passed after the Great Financial Crisis.

different fiscal spending policies that

Markets are expecting great things but

would look to stimulate the economy.

may have to be patient.

These include roads and bridges, but

Fiscal stimulus may
be harder to come by
than markets expect
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Overall Economy
The U.S. economy is in its eighth year of expansion,
which is the fourth longest stretch of consecutive gains
since 1900. The worrisome part of this expansion,
however, is that we have averaged only 2.1% growth
over all those years, which makes it the slowest period

3
12

of growth since World War II. We do think 2017 could be
better than that average, for three main reasons.
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First, some of that lag has been due

U.S. PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDICES
65

to decreased inventory spending
by companies and decreased
infrastructure investment mainly from
the oil and energy sector. If those two

60

items simply maintain their current
position, rather than continue their

55

contraction and corresponding drag
on the economy, it could help increase
GDP growth by 1%. Current U.S. and

50

global Purchasing Managers’ Indices
show an uptick in the spending of
goods and services, which is the
right direction.
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the improvement of the financial
status of the consumer. We have

Finally, there is the potential the

certainly lower than many are hoping

seen improving employment and

fiscal and tax related stimulus of

for. We think this level is consistent

underemployment data as we

the Trump/GOP administration will

with the current ability of the economy

finished up 2016, accompanied by

foster additional growth. While it

to grow absent increased leverage

increases in wages. Together these

is uncertain how much and how

(debt) in the system. Debt allows a

have the potential to increase the

successful such stimulus will be, it

household, company or an economy

spending capabilities of households.

should provide a modest shot in the

to grow at faster than its normal rate,

Consumer credit has been expanding

arm for the economy, at least in the

and debt has helped fuel the growth

and housing values are approaching

short-term.

rates the U.S. and the world has seen

their pre-GFC level in absolute
terms, but are still below them on
an inflation-adjusted basis. A happy
consumer is arguably the most
important component of a
U.S. economy that is made of
almost 70% consumption.

This leads us to believe that overall
GDP growth should be in the
neighborhood of 2.5% to 3.0% in
2017. This range is ahead of the
average during this expansion, but
is less than average since 1945 and

over the last 70 years. With central
bank actions and current debt levels,
we think the economy will have less
reliance on debt in the near future,
which limits its overall expansion but
certainly helps with fiscal prudence.

We are encouraged that 2017 growth will be
ahead of the average we have seen since 2009.
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Inflation
The common concern for the U.S. in the near term is the
potential for increased inflation given the likelihood of
fiscal stimulus coupled with diminishing labor slack.
Inflation has remained stubbornly low for a number of
years as monetary policy has been unable to bring about
the Federal Reserve’s stated target of 2%. There have
been three main reasons for the lack of inflation: labor,
commodities and velocity of money.
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UNEMPLOYMENT AND WAGE GROWTH

Since the GFC, labor has seen its share
of Gross Domestic Income shrink from

6

just shy of 56% to a low point last

12

year of just slightly better than 52%.
been that low since 1948 as the U.S.
economy struggled to put returning
service men and women back to work.
This slack in labor severely limited the
ability of the U.S. worker to influence
wages and by extension inflation.
Recently we have been seeing an
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earnings level as well. This could
begin to allow additional spending

approaching a developing economy.

made its way through the economy

This led to increased supply that was

slowed. The velocity of money

not consumed at the rate markets

through the economy was cut

expected, helping to hold down

almost in half. We would expect to

Commodity prices have been

prices. As this excess has slowly been

see an uptick in inflation as spending

significantly subdued over the

consumed, we have begun to see

rates begin to increase.

last several years, led by oil and

upticks in a number of commodities,

copper. Oil is a great indicator of

again suggesting that some inflation

global activity, while copper is a key

may be on the way.

at the household level and with the
increased consumption could come
increased inflation.

component in industrial growth,
being used in electronics and energy
transmission. Copper prices peaked
in 2011 and slid 50% until beginning
to recover in 2016, while oil prices
began their slide in 2014 from a high
of $109/barrel before bottoming
at $28/barrel earlier in 2016. The
glut in raw commodities has been
influenced by the slowdown in
economic growth in China, which was
expected to consume at levels more

All of this leads us to believe that there
will be upward pressure on inflation
rates in the U.S. in 2017 as these trends

Finally, the increase in money supply

reverse. We do not think inflation will

that came with the expansion of the

get out of control, because the Fed has

Federal Reserve’s balance sheet as

plenty of tools to bring to the fight. We

part of quantitative easing should

do think it is possible, however, that

have given rise to an increase in

inflation could overshoot the Fed’s

prices, which is the classic definition

2% target as labor and commodities

of inflation. More dollars chasing the

strengthen. Because of this, we are

same number of goods and services

beginning to add Treasury Inflation

should lead to higher prices. One

Protected Securities as part of our

of the reasons we did not see that is

fixed income allocations to help hedge

because the speed by which a dollar

against any inflationary surprises.
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Equities
It is nearly impossible to predict with any precision the
returns of financial markets over a period as short as a
year. We certainly do not consider ourselves any more
talented in that respect, which is why we don’t produce
annual predictions. We do, however, spend a great deal
of time trying to understand the drivers of returns and
their relationships to each other, which helps informs
our overall asset allocations.
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We continue to believe that equity risk

We do see opportunities in different

will provide the biggest premium of

parts of the equity space, though they

return in our portfolios over the next

may need time to play out. There

number of years. We think the equity

has been a great deal of conversation

risk premium will outpace duration

about whether stocks are expensive

provide the biggest

and credit risk in fixed income, and

today, especially in the U.S., given the

premium of return

that duration risk will remain positive

long bull market. These discussions

such that bonds will outpace cash. In

usually look backward, using things

other words, we believe over the next

like adjusted price/earnings, to

over the next number

seven to ten years stocks will do better

compare values in the past to those

of years.

than bonds and bonds will do better

we see today. By these measures,

than cash, which is the “normal”

stocks are above their longer term

relationship between these financial

averages. And U.S. stocks are more

instruments. We do expect that the

elevated than non-U.S. stocks, which

absolute level of equity returns will be

have seen a slower increase in prices

lower than their longer run average,

since the GFC.

We continue to believe
that equity risk will

in our portfolios

given the starting point of valuations
and overall economic growth rates.
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EQUITY MARKET VALUATIONS

There can be several items impacting

successfully than the public markets

to have confidence in Master Limited

the values of equities today. Two

which still see much of the global

Partnerships, or MLPs for two reasons:

important factors are low interest

liquidity infusions sloshing around

their current dividend yield is still

rates and low levels of inflation,

impacting prices and returns. We do

relatively high, indicating a lower

both of which tend to influence the

think the relative attractiveness of

current valuation, and the prospect

absolute value of stocks. Adjusted

international stocks will begin to lure

of changes in energy policy could

for the current level of interest rates

equity capital away from the U.S.,

improve revenue.

and inflation, stocks look less rich, but

improving the returns for holding

certainly not cheap.

non-U.S. stocks and we intend to

Because of this, we have been
favoring higher quality stocks over
lower quality stocks and have
tended to have a bias toward U.S.
equities, given the tailwind of the
U.S. economy as compared to the
rest of the world. We continue to
have confidence in private equity and
the ability of talented managers to
identify and price opportunities more

begin a measured movement toward
reducing our U.S. bias in 2017. This
should also include emerging market
stocks, which currently have higher
expected economic growth rates than
even the U.S. Our careful response
hopes to take into consideration the
political and fiscal impacts of the new
administration and its effect on trade
and currencies. Finally, we continue

Overall, we think stocks will be able
to deliver returns of 300 to 600 basis
points above the rate of inflation
during the next seven to ten years,
with U.S. stocks at the lower end of
that range and international equities
and emerging markets at the upper
end. But the road will not likely be
smooth, so we will work hard to
ensure adequate diversification in
all of our equity portfolios.
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Fixed Income
The movement (or lack thereof) in interest rates
has been the material story in bond returns for the
last several years. Central banks, with the advent of
quantitative easing, have forced the focus of investors
on the absolute level of interest rates, attempting to
manipulate the attractiveness of debt. This has left
global interest rates below their longer-run average
and distorted their relationship to economic growth
in general.
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MARKET EXPECTATIONS FOR TARGET POLICY RATES

The Fed has tried repeatedly over
the past few years to start increasing

1.2

interest rates. In 2013 the Fed simply

1

started talking about raising rates,

0.94
0.77

0.8

which led to a “taper tantrum” in

0.6

which yields spiked and stocks sold

0.5

0.7
0.53

0.4

off sharply. This led them to back off

0.42
0.2

until finally making their first (well

-0.01

telegraphed) move in December

0

of 2015, although this still led to a

-0.2

material sell-off in risk assets to begin

-0.4

2016. After tempering their outlook for

-0.3

DEC '16

U.S.

four rate increases in 2016, they were

U.K.

-0.05

-0.06

-0.26

-0.18

DEC '17

DEC '18

Japan

Eurozone

J.P. Morgan Asset Management and Bloomberg

successful in instigating only one 25
basis point increase in December of

dollars and interest rates attractive to

2016, marking only the second rate

global investors, increasing the price of

hike in this decade.

U.S. bonds and delivering downward
pressure on U.S. interest rates.

We do think there is the potential for
continued modest rate increases in

Given the sum of unprecedented

2017, driven in part by concerns over

measures, we do not think all of

inflation as well as from increased

the external forces on interest rates

economic growth. Interest rates are

have exited the stage to start 2017.

directly impacted by inflation. They

However, we do believe the U.S.

are also driven by growth in the

Federal Reserve and other central

economy and we are expecting small

banks will begin to make progress in

but measurable increases in both.

“normalizing” monetary policy

The limiting factors on any interest

by either pushing up policy interest

rate increases are the very slow

rates or at a minimum by resisting

economic growth rates outside the

further accommodations.

U.S., the much lower interest rates
central banks have been engineering

The exception will be Japan, which

in Europe and Japan and the

while it has signaled a transition from

improving strength of the U.S. dollar.

monetary policy to more fiscal policy

All three of these factors will make U.S.

and longer dated yield targeting will

We do think there is the potential for continued modest rate
increases in 2017, driven by concerns over inflation as well as
from increased economic growth.
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probably see its short-term rate slide

albeit at a relative slow clip, we will

somewhat. The Eurozone is expected

continue to look to be slightly shorter

to become less negative in its interest

the duration of our fixed income

rate policy, though will most likely

benchmarks and look to make up

continue to charge investors for

any decrease in yield with some

holding cash for the next few years.

credit exposures. Still, we favor
having a material portion of our fixed

We do think the pro-growth policies
of the incoming Trump Administration
have the potential to increase

income in high-quality bonds to help
insulate our clients’ overall portfolios
from the volatility of the stocks we

expected inflation, and should they

need to own in order to support our

be successful in moving growth

clients’ spending targets.

higher, could influence the real level
of interest rates. We have seen a
jump up in intermediate rates in
anticipation of the success of policies
that haven’t even been detailed! We
tend to believe that while there could
be some pullback in rates as reality
settles in, the risk overall tends to be
toward increasing rates rather than
decreasing. We also think that the
positive results in economic growth
will continue to support some level of
credit exposure, helping to balance
our defensiveness on benchmark
duration. Because we think there
is the potential for increasing rates,
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Diversifiers
Over the last year, we have been working to better
define and filter the different exposures and strategies
we currently use to help compliment the basic stock/
bond portfolio. We have begun to use the term
“diversifiers” for this group of solutions, rather than a
more generic term such as alternatives, because we
believe they have a very specific job to do in order to
be considered for inclusion in a portfolio. In today’s
complex financial markets there are an extremely wide
range of instruments and strategies that are the result
of financial engineering, innovation and/or packaging.
This leads to complex drivers to their expected returns
and complex combinations of the underlying risks
they represent. That complexity, however, does not
guarantee improved results and often it leads to simply
the duplication of existing exposures at higher costs.
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We have begun to screen solutions

will not be the best protection in a

against three main criteria: their

geopolitical crisis or other extreme

expected return, their volatility when

event. For that reason there will

compared to stocks and bonds

always be a place for high quality

and the correlation of their returns

bonds in our portfolios. Diversifiers

through time compared to stocks

represent a third leg in our allocations,

and bonds. We are expecting results

distinct and different from our equity

that are better than fixed income, but

and fixed income exposures.

most likely less than stocks in good
markets. Their correlation with stocks
and bonds should be quite low and

We expect that rising interest rates
will be less impactful to diversifiers
than bonds, and in some cases it will

for some strategies even zero, and
they should protect better than stocks
in a market drawdown. With this

actually help the returns of different
strategies. Making sure the things we
include in this group are truly different

definition, we can look at hedge

than our stock/bond starting point

funds and multi-strategy solutions

and complimentary to their returns

from the perspective of improving

and risks should help the return and

our overall portfolios.

spending potential of our portfolios.

Over the next several years, we believe
these strategies will provide better
returns than bonds while helping to
generally hedge the equity market
risks in our portfolios. While they will

Diversifiers represent a third leg in our portfolios,

be a better protector of value than

distinct and different from our equity and fixed

stocks in a market downswing, they

income exposures.
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Conclusion
Equities will continue to be the most volatile component
of our portfolios, given the nature of the world today
and their long run of strong performance since the
GFC, but they provide the best opportunity to outpace
inflation. Because of this, we will tend to have equities
in line with our target weighting for clients, being neither
over nor underweight. The potential for increases in
interest rates justifies an underweight to fixed income
to start the year. This gives us the opportunity to
overweight our diversifiers exposures in portfolios as we
expect a slightly better return from those investments
when compared to bonds.
We appreciate the confidence you have shown us in
2016. We work hard every day on your behalf to build
and maintain high quality investment portfolios able to
stand the test of time and support your financial needs
and goals. As always, we hope if you have any questions
or just want to talk about what is happening in markets
or the economy, you will give us a call or drop us a note.
Regards,

R. Samuel Fraundorf
Chief Investment Officer
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